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Ambir Technology, Inc. Releases New Handheld Wand Scanner  

Ambir Delivers Newest Handheld Scanner,  
the TravelScan Pro 300  

Wood Dale, IL – November 21, 2019 – Ambir Technology, Inc., the global leader in 
sheet-fed and ADF scanner products, introduces a new portable wand scanner 
for simplified scanning on-the-go 

Ambir Technology, the global leader in sheet-fed and ADF scanner products, has announced 

the release of their newest scanner, the TravelScan Pro 300 Handheld Wand Scanner. Fast and 

reliable, the TravelScan Pro 300 converts documents and photos into digital files in seconds. It 

easily fits into a briefcase or purse for scanning on-the-go and is light and compact so users can 

take it anywhere. The included AmbirScan software makes scanning and locating documents 

simple and easy, while the new Stitch feature allows users to piece together individual scans 

into largescale documents.  

The size and scanning style of the TravelScan Pro 300 allow it the versatility to scan documents 

other scanners are unable to. Instead of feeding files into the scanner, the TravelScan Pro 300 

is moved across the top of the document, allowing it to capture documents of a variety of 

shapes and sizes. The optical sensor and wheels make scanning as easy as a swipe. Paired 

with AmbirScan Stitching software, the TravelScan Pro 300 can capture large-scale documents 

by stitching together multiple images. Automatic edge pairing crops and rotates the scan, 

making it easy to capture large-format documents. With the ability to combine multiple scans, 

users have the opportunity to digitize more. Photos, magazines, textbooks, journals. All are 

scanned easily with the TravelScan Pro 300. 



### 

With the TravelScan Pro 300, users can capture all types of documents and images in color or 

black & white at resolutions up to 900 DPI. With the included software, users can save 

documents as PDFs, TIFs, or JPGs on their local computer or to one of these popular cloud 

services: Box, DropBox, Evernote and Google Drive. With the included micro SD card and 

batteries, not only is the TravelScan Pro 300 easy to take anywhere in a bag or purse, users 

can scan anywhere, without a computer, and transfer files later for saving and sharing. 

“Ambir Technology's new wand scanner is a portable and innovative solution for a wide array of 

scanning projects,” says Eric Davidson, Product Manager. “With our bundled image stitching 

software, you can scan large format documents and stitch them into one seamless image, 

allowing you to save on expensive large format scanners. From scanning documents while 

away from your PC to tackling scanning of large format documents, to working with any type of 

document that won't work with traditional scanners, the TravelScan Pro 300 has you covered. 

The wand scanner’s innovative design and versatility make it the perfect tool to meet the 
needs of users whose projects require something more than the traditional desktop 
scanner.” 
 

About Ambir Technology 

Ambir Technology, Inc. is an industry leader in digital capture and document management solutions. 
Combining professional-grade ID card and document scanners, unique digital imaging software and 
expert-level customer service, Ambir provides their customers with comprehensive, enterprise-level 
document capture and form solutions. Specializing in the healthcare, legal and financial sectors, Ambir 
helps organizations reduce costs, increase productivity and strengthen data security. For more 
information, visit www.ambir.com 


